
VII.—FOREIGN PERIODICALS ; NOTES.

REVUE PHTLOSOPHIQUE.—An. xvi, No. 7. G. Milhand—La notion de
liinite en mathe'matiques. [A " philosophical dialogue," in which the
difficulties of one interlocutor are met by a clear statement of the posi-
tion that everything follows strictly from the notion of limit as defined ;
the pure mathematician not being concerned with questions as to the
correspondence of his results with any given reality.] F. Lannes—Coup
d'ceil 8ur l'histoire de la philosophic en Rusaie (L). P. Begnaud—Les
sources de la philosophic de l'lnde. [The religious conception of the
Vedic epoch was that of a ciradiu without end, a perpetual exchange of
the elements of Ufa This found its expression in the sacrifice, regarded
as itself an essential part of the universal process. Heaven, with the
cosmical or mythical beings which it contains, restores to earth under
the form of rain the libation it has received from man by means of the
sacrifioe. After a time the allegorical sense of the sacrificial hymns re-
mained the only sense that was understood, and a mythology sprang
from it which transformed the Vedio religion. The genuine sense be-
neath the allegory, the idea of an indefinite drculut of universal life, lost
as essence of the religion, was preserved and prolonged by philosophy.]
AnalyRe8,&c No.8. G. Mouret—L'e'galite'mathematique(i.). [An attempt
to show, with special reference to the relation of equality, that " the data
of mathematics are certain fundamental laws of the mechanical and
physical sciences ".] L. Arre'at—L'he're'dite chez les peintres. [Finds
in two-thirds out of about 800 cases evidence of " hereditary prepara-
tion," and suspects that -with further information about the remaining
third more would be found.] A. Espinas—La teohnologie artificialiste
(L). [On the instruments of industry and technical processes in use among
the Greeks from the seventh to the fifth century B.C.] A. Bertrand—Un
pre"curseur de ltivpnotisme. [Dr. Pe'te'tin of Lyons, whose first memoir
was published in 1787 ; a more extensive (posthumous) work in 1808. A
very interesting account is given of his observations and how they came
to be made.] Notices bibliog. No. 9. A. Fouille'e—Le probleme psycho-
logique. [Psychology should not be treated simply from the point of
view of intelligence. Primitively mental phenomena are not representa-
tions, but appetitioni accompanied by pleasure or pain, consequently
actions and reaction*. An argument follows for the explanation by " im-
manent finality " both in psychology and biology as more profound than
mechanical explanations. Against Prof. W. James, M. Fouille'e again
contends for a feeling of activity of centrifugal origin; and, against
others, for a direct appreciation of the intensity of mental states/] A.
Espinas—La technologie artificialiste (fin). [The art chiefly discussed
is that of medicine as practised by Hippocrates. It is shown to have
been an art based on science, and in particular on the naturalistic)

f(hilosophie8 of the time.] G. Mouret—L'e'galite' mathe'matique (fin).
Further considerations on the conditions of forming an axiom of mathe-

matical eqnality from observed relations.] Analyses, Ac. Notices bibliog.
Rev. des Period.

RIVISTA ITALIANA DI FILOSOFIA.—An. vi. 2, No. 1. F. Ciccbitti-Suriani
—La scienza dell'educazione nelle Scnole e neJle Riviste italiane. S.
Ferrari—La filosofia di Empedocle. A. ChiappeLli—Scienze filosofiche
e sociali : Relazione sul concorso ai premii ministeriali. L. Ferri—
Alcune considerazioni snll'Eclettismo. Bibliografia, 4c.
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